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Abstract - In the recent times, the accidents on the roadways have seen an increase in the number drastically. As a result 
bikers do get injured or might be dead and one of the primary reason is “NOT WEARING A HELMET”. Continuously 
traffic rules are being violated in these scenarios. Additionally bike theft is yet another but one of the major problem along 
with vehicle-related problems. This paper aims to propose a smart and safety system for the bikers acts prior to the start of 
driving as and when the ignition is turned to the ON position. The riders’ authentication using the biometric system followed 
by the face recognition method using Haar like feature for detecting bikers without a helmet. Hence providing both safety 
and security to the bikers.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Today’s era witnesses, especially in the young 
generation, the craze of motorbikes and also rash 
driving remarkably. Motorcycles which are the small 
subset of motor vehicles, are greatly overrepresented 
in fatal motor vehicle accidents. The road accidents 
occur mainly due to the negligence of bikers, thereby 
continuously violating the traffic rules. Injuries in the 
case of bike accidents can be catastrophic for the 
bikers. Bikers wearing helmets increase their chances 
of survival significantly over non-helmet wearers. 
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
estimated that in most of the bike accidents, lives 
were saved because individuals wore helmets. 
 
Expert survey says that “Safety of two-wheeler 
occupants is a big issue not just in India but for the 
entire south-east Asian region which holds the 
highest share among all types of vehicles. But very 
little contribution is given for safety of occupants. 
Western solution won't help us in making our roads 
safer. There has to be specific policy intervention to 
meet our requirements” 
 
More than one third who died in road accidents could 
have survived if they had worn a helmet. Studies 
shows that usage of helmet can save accident death 
by 30 to 40%. The rate at which number of two 
wheelers in India is rising by 20 times the rate at 
which human population is growing. The risk of 
death is 2.5 times more among riders not wearing a 
helmet compared with those wearing a helmet [2]. 
 
The current scenario regarding the road accidents has 
been depicted in the following fig.1.In the period 
from December 29, 2016 to January 4, 2017 478 
people got killed by accidents on the roads. From the 
graph below it looks like there was some 
improvement between 2009 and 2015, but this year 
was a bit of wake-up call.                                        

 

 
Fig.1 Road accident statistics 

 
According to the estimate the accidents caused due to 
motorcycles are more in number as shown in fig.2  
       

 
Fig.2 deaths by road user category 

 
The rate of the accidents can be reduced to a great 
extent using the proposed work “a smart and safety 
system for bikers”. 
 
Another major problem encountered is the problem of 
bike theft which increases the workload of the police 
department. The smart & safety system for the bikers 
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proposes a solution for both i.e. to reduce the 
ignorance towards the use of helmet and to provide a 
security for bike theft. 
 
II. EXISTING WORK 
 
Helmet detection and bike theft is very active area of 
research. Closed related project works by many 
researchers have been proposed. 
 
1. Real time detection of vehicles using HAAR like 

features and artificial neuron networks:- Based 
on two algorithms, a descriptor of the image type 
HAAR like and classifier type artificial neuron 
networks [1]. 

2. Helmet detection on public roads using optical 
character recognition for fall detection and for 
helmet detection using Hough transfer descriptor. 
Hough transfer descriptor can be used as a 
technique to isolate features of a particular shape 
within an image i.e. detection of regular curves 
such as line, circles, etc.[2] 

3. Validating the biker using the lock system with 
RFID implants. When the user is going to 
operate the vehicle, the user simply needs to get 
closer to RFID implant embedded into the 
vehicle. The system validates the user and turn 
ON the electrical system powering the vehicle’s 
engine.[3] 

 
III. DESIGN METHODOLOGY: 
 
 
Block diagram: 
 
Input: 

 
 
This paper presents a framework for a smart and 
safety system for bikers. This system includes a face 
detection& authentication system for capturing the 
multiple samples for helmet detection and a micro 
USB fingerprint reader for theft detection. Both the 
systems are provided with the database which stores 
all the previous and recent data. Moreover, the system 
has a piezo buzzer which is programmed with the 

Arduino alerting the biker to wear the helmet within 
the grace period.GPS will be fixed in the vehicle to 
monitor and to find out it’s location. Along with the 
GPS tracker, the counter linked with it will calculate 
the distance on the basis of which fine will be 
charged. 
 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Prior to the start of driving, as the biker turns the 
ignition ON, authentication system using fingerprint 
sensor will be initiated. The accepted fingerprint will 
then be verified with the predefined samples stored 
by the fingerprint reader. If the user is an authorized 
then the presence of helmet using HAAR like feature 
will be checked wherein the bikers’ multiple images 
will be captured and distinguishes the person with or 
without helmet. 
If the presence of helmet is detected, the mechanical 
system would get started on pressing the start button, 
otherwise it won’t begin. Even if the biker wants to 
continue the driving in absence of the helmet, he can 
do it by pressing the reset button. 
 
As the reset button is pressed, threshold value (limits 
for the distance in kms) gets activated and the biker 
can continue driving. Once the threshold value is 
reached, buzzer starts buzzing for the grace period 
alerting the biker to stop the bike and wear the helmet 
before continuing with the further driving. The biker, 
further ignoring this buzz, will be tracked using the 
GPS tracker whose coordinates will be shared with 
the nearby toll booth. The bike number identified at 
the toll booth will be charged with a fine based on the 
distance calculated by the counter along with the toll 
fee (if any).   
 
Another scenario comes into picture when the biker 
continuing with his drive after the grace period gets 
over, decides to stop the bike and starts it all over 
again. The same above mentioned procedures will get 
initiated but the only difference is that this time the 
counter value starts calculating the distance including 
the previous distance calculated. (Earlier distance 
added to the current distance and fine charged)                       
As the biker wears the helmet, entry of the counter 
value for the corresponding biker from the database 
gets deleted. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This paper proposed an approach towards the 
development of a smart safety system that required 
technical and highly advanced image processing 
technology to extract useful information so as to 
reduce the number of road accidents as well as bike 
thefts. 
According to the study, use of helmet is very 
important to enhance the safety of motorcyclist on the 
road. Prior to the start of driving, biker’s 
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authentication using the finger print sensor also 
enhances the security against the bike thieves. 
This project prevails over the earlier drawbacks 
related to bike theft so as to reduce the burden on the 
police department as well as decreases the level of 
crime rate effectively. Also the rate of bike accidents 
will be reduced to an extent as a result of this 
proposed methodology. 
 
FUTURE SCOPE 
 
This project can further be upgraded in the future 
intending to use more safety measures such as 
automatic reporting of accidents to nearby hospitals, 
check alcohol consumption, car driver authentication 
strategy, etc 
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